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Refreshing song based pop rock with great lyrics, vocals, and rythyms. If Bruce Hornsby or March Cohn

wrote songs for Sting  U2 to sing. 12 MP3 Songs POP: Folky Pop, ROCK: Acoustic Details: Bill West

takes great pride in the art of song crafting. If you enjoy the sounds of Sting, The Samples, Bruce

Hornsby, Seal, Coldplay, Jackson Browne, and U2 - then you will understand and enjoy his new CD,

"Thanks For Listening". This disc features 12 brilliant songs. Check out "Rearrange Me" and the beautiful

"Borrow My Eyes". Bill West is a refreshingly original artist from North Carolina. Fronting his most recent

band, "The Flood", as singer and chief songwriter, the band formed in the late Fall of 2001 to record a few

of Bill's songs and instead - produced one of the top twenty best albums of 2002 in NC as voted and

rated by Triad Style Magazine based in Greensboro NC. The band entered the studio after only two

weeks together with producer and engineer Thomas Johnson whose credits include Jane's Addiction,

Rancid, Porno for Pyros, The Wallflowers, and many more. Bill recently finished working with Sister Hazel

and ESPN in conjunction with The Boggy Creek Gang, a charity devoted to hosting a fun filled camp for

terminally ill children. Bill will soon be heading out to increase more awareness of his music through tour

dates scheduled in the US and in Canada. Please enjoy what you hear and stay in touch. Visit Bill's web

site (billwest.tv) and please sign the mailing list! He is the real thing......as real as it gets! *************** N

O T I C E !!! *************** All of these songs are now available for digital download through I-tunes as

well as CD Baby's version of I-tunes which is called MP3Tunes.com. Just go to either site and type "Bill

West" in the search box. Thanks!
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